THE SEA AND ITS LIFE

I like Provincetown in July. Then it is that our friends from
Quebec and Honduras Nassau and California, St. Louis and Texas,
begin to drift into town.. Then it is we sit on our bit of grass and
with not-so-good Manhattans but nice Martinis made with Duff
Gorden dry Sherry, visit with Janet and Robert Nathan, Louise and
Bill Gerdon, and Bill Gilman, and wonder how we may get Lazlo
Havas out of Budapest, And then some of Dorothy’s Lobster Newburg, salad with herbes fines, and rhum baba. Then it is we spend
a morning and lunch with Robert de Ropp, talking of how science
workers might be better, and a morning with Grace DesChamps
who heard we were on our last legs and wanted an article before
that happened. Which, God willing, will he postponed for some time.
For a long time I have wanted to spend a summer in Provincetown. And now, after 17 years, that boon has been vouchsafed me.
For I no longer have to trip it out to Great Hollow Road three times
a day to see if things are going all right at the Laboratories. Now
I can do my stint of work here at home, and then sit me out in the
sun with a can of beer or a Tom Collins, and visit with my friends
To talk over Town affairs with Charlie Alexander as he cuts the
hedges better than they have ever been cut before. To visit with
Harry Kemp as he trudges into town intent on getting out the second number of his magazine which contains some of the best. personal
writing I have ever seen. To pass the time of day with Irving Freeman and scold along with him over what seems to us to be unneces-

if they drift across the street into the Art Association
they like Ada Reynher’s delicate picture of our wayside
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Some who corne to live with us, in our country and in Pro*would seem to want to change our ways. But how foolish,
They come because they like our-ways; think them better than those
of where they lived before. But soon, like a young wife, or a young
husband, they want to make us over. Why? What we are is what
made them come to be with us. Just as what the young feller and
the young gal were is what made them want to get married. If they,
make us over to their image we will no longer be what they came
for. We can’t be helf fish and half fowl. Trying to make folks
over to your way of thinking is no betterment, even if you have all
the wisdom in the world, which you don’t have.
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